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Pent up demand triggered the fourth highest sales volume for Class 8 trucks in
December as volume rose past 50,000 units for the second straight month.
Amazon has moved from leasing to purchasing aircraft with it’s first purchase of 11
used Boeing 767-300 planes.
Competition for drivers is heating up with large carriers publishing driver pay
increases. As competition for drivers increases, ATA is reporting driver turnover has
also increased with the turnover rate rising to 92% in the 3rd quarter, still lower than
2019 levels.
Import container rates to the U.S. in the trans-Pacific lanes have hit a new high at
$4,189 per 40 foot container. The last four months of 2019 show the container rates
flat linedin the $3,800 to $3,900 range for a forty foot container. Adding to increased
concerns are the upcoming announcements on the Asia-U.S. GRI’s which may
exceed $1000 per forty foot container.
The Port of Los Angeles is reporting its inbound volume of TEU’s will exceed 150,000
per week in January which is an increase of 66% over last year at this time.
IHS Markit announced its manufacturing PMI index for U.S. manufacturing continued
to illustrate expansion in the economy as 2020 finished at its highest level since 2014.
The U.S. Department of Labor issued a final ruling on its interpretation of independent
contractor status under the Fair Labor Standards Act. The rule, effective March 8,
favors motor carriers over the more restrictive ABC test used in the California AB 5
law. The rule explains that independent contractors are workers who, as a matter of
economic reality, are in business for themselves as opposed to be economically
dependent on an employer for work.
Air travel throughout TSA checkpoints remains less than 50% of last year’s numbers.
NASA has awarded its first logistics contract to SpaceX. SpaceX is one of three
contractors selected to develop a launch and landing system for travel to the moon
and Mars.

2021 Positive Momentum
to Begin the New Year
The numbers are in and rising. Get ready for supply chain challenges in Q1 as
imports surge and ocean rates hit an all time high. Similar to July and August in
2020, import volumes are elevating, raising concerns of congestion at ports and
major U.S. hubs as first quarter orders begin flowing. The Rockfarm indicators are
illustrating mixed results across individual indexes, however the overall average
has started to climb after flattening through the holidays. In combination with
increased rates is the rising cost of fuel.
This time last year began our supply chain challenges with the impending Chinese
New Year and C-19 hitting hard on inventory levels. Most purchasing managers
are well aware of the impact last year’s pandemic had on inventory. Though
inventory levels increased dramatically during the start of the pandemic, the
subsequent economic recovery left bare shelves as consumers began shopping
and manufacturing ramped up. As a result, purchasing managers are now pushing
orders through ahead of the Chinese New Year. The U.S. Census Bureau reports
that business inventories
through the end of
November illustrate a
decline brought on by the
lifting of restrictions and
holiday buying. Inventory
levels though November
are their lowest since
2014.
The Rockfarm market
indexes do not reflect a
softening in rates, rather a
mix above and below the trend lines. Rockfarm’s national outlier and regional
index exhibits an upswing in rates while both ports and hub indexes show a
decrease in cost per mile through the first week in January. The concern is the
surge in imports tightening port congestion which will work its way into the regional
freight markets that are already showing an upswing in rate per mile.
Consequently, 2021 is already showing a bumpy ride ahead. (see page 3)
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As we begin the New Year, the
unfortunate news is the increases we are
seeing as we leave 2020 behind and
move into 2021. Fuel expense closed
higher to end the year at $2.58 per
gallon for diesel. Though we ended the
year much lower than we began, the
increase of $.15 a gallon from November
to December only adds to the line haul
rate increases we are still seeing into
2021.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) is
forecasting demand will be lower than
expected and has reduced its
projections by 170,000 barrels per day
for 2021. This is goods news as we
determine if the increase in December
was a blip or if we have to begin
considering fuel as another rising
expense in 2021.
The Rockfarm truckload index rate
stayed level in December, but still
remains the highest rate over the past
five years. A big concern is if January’s
jump in cost per mile to $2.70 a mile will
be sustained as we head deeper into
Q1. The Rockfarm indexes as seen in
the graph are still reflecting mixed
results. If we have a repeat of the July
and August import volume, we can
expect all indicators to reflect an upward
trend toward higher truckload rates
through the first half of this year.

Leveraging your Organization
to “buy-in” to a TMS solution
As we look at the TMS technology market, we see the adoption of TMS systems has
grown rapidly over the past 10 years. The cost of entry has been significantly reduced
and the onboarding process has been considerably streamlined to allow for a reduced
impact upon our organization as it supports the TMS implementation project. Still, there
is a mountain to climb to get the green light to move forward with TMS technology. For
smaller to midsize shippers, the shipping, or logistics manager, typically spearheads the
search and final selection of TMS providers. The challenge lies in developing your ROI in
order to bring the initiative forward for executive buy in. This is where developing a
cohesive strategy within your organization can significantly increase your chances of
securing the funding and resources necessary to push the organization forward.
To start, a high level overview of the organization becomes the first step to identify the
touch points within the order lifecycle that can be impacted by TMS technology. Key
departments include:
The teams become critical
playmakers in your journey to build
your case, and more importantly,
a) Accounting
ROI to secure the green light to
move forward. Do not make the
b) Customer Service
mistake of assuming ROI for each
c) Purchasing
team. Better yet, let each team
d) Sales
generate their own ROI statement
which, in turn, provides a roadmap
e) Production & Planning
to the TMS capabilities you are
f) Distribution
seeking. For example, accounting
may desire a real time freight
accrual, in which case, your TMS
must have a match pay workflow.
Distribution may desire the pick
ticket to contain both the carrier routing in addition to the dock door and appointment
time for load out or staging. As a result, your TMS must be able to integrate with your
ERP or WMS, or both.
Lastly, all things come to one key item: cost. Regardless of the visibility, the automation
or better supply chain practices, your value must contain quantifiable ROI. Even so, there
are a number of ways to get there and companies choose many paths depending on
their size, resources and complexity in approach. For further discovery on a potential
path forward please read our Coach’s Corner.

COACHES CORNER

Defining your Path to a TMS Solution:
3 Steps for small and midsize shippers
The approach to the TMS journey for shippers varies widely based upon the size,
resources and complexity of the organization. The larger the organization, the more apt
that an outside consultant may be engaged. The smaller the organization, the more often
you will find an operations or logistics manager spearheading the search with direct
reporting to the executive team. In either case, the structure of the search is critical to
finding the right TMS solution for your organization.
In today’s Coaches Corner, our focus is on small to smaller midsize shippers with the
potential to manage an annual spend from $250,000 to $10 million annually within a TMS
solution. The first question is to determine “direct license” or leveraged TMS solution.
Direct license is exactly as it is stated; your company
will hold a license directly with the TMS software
provider. In the case of a leveraged TMS solution,
Step 1: Determine direct license or a leveraged
solution with an LSP
you are using a Logistics Service Provider (LSP) for
a TMS solution which is often accompanied with a
Step 2: Gain visibility to your company’s 5 year
logistics service. In most cases, shippers will
plan
leverage an LSP for a more complex TMS solution.
Step 3: Determine and map out your workflows
The second step is gaining visibility to your
organization’s 5 year plan. Depending on your
company’s ownership structure, the 5 year plan will vary greatly. If growth is not a key pillar
of the company, then your TMS selection may be best suited for today’s needs and your
customer’s needs over the next 5 years. Otherwise, the growth of the company and the
complexity of the growth is a key attribute for the TMS capabilities.
The next step is to determine your workflow. Even with large shippers, workflow is not
emphasized enough despite utilizing high level consultants. Workflow is often overlooked
for departments outside of shipping, which leads to lost ROI when stating your case to
senior leadership. Generating detailed processes drives two key components, and in the
end makes the path forward much easier. The first is the visibility to the ROI that a TMS
can generate in value across organizational departments. Secondly, process flows are a
great tool for your prospective TMS providers to clearly identify your needs with defined
illustrations in the demonstration phase of your TMS selection.
In summary, the up front work you put in now pays off in identifying the right TMS solution
for your organization and ensuring you don’t lose any sleep during the onboarding
process.
SUPPLY CHAIN DIGEST
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